
POSITIVE
VIBES
LESZNO
EVS !

BECOME  A  TRUE  CITIZEN  OF  EUROPE  !

 

 



Jose Maria Plata
Fierro

07/02/1992
Spain

 
 
 

My difficulties on EVS

What i've learn on EVS

________________________________________________________

- Sometimes, communicating with Polish people
- Surviving with the weather (I <3 sun)
- Sometimes, coordinating big groups
- Missing my dog

- Taking the best out of each
- Being proud of my work
- You get what you give
- Sometimes, you just need to breath
- The best group I could ever have had, 4 ever <3

My best moment
in my EVS
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Cathala Anais 
16/10/1995

France
 
 
 

My difficulties on EVS

What i've Learned on EVS

________________________________________________________

- Polish language
- Listen English with different accent
- Don't have lot of money

- Improve my English
- Living with different culture
- Be creative
- Adapt myself to the situation

My best moment in

EVS
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Aghayeva Parvin
15/06/1994
Azerbaijan

 
 
 

My difficulties on EVS

What i've Learned on EVS
________________________________________________________

- Learning Polish
- Adapting the flexible schedule
- Sharing apartment the people with different
nationality
- Unpredictable weather condition

- Learning basic Polish expressions and using them
in local market
- Making friendship
- Travelling
- Adventure 
- Tasting the local cuisine
- Improving language skills

My best moment in
EVS
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David Mata
17/04/1990

Portugal

Difficulties on EVS

What i've Learned on EVS

________________________________________________________

- Polish is hard
- Everything is closed on sunday

- A few polish words 
- Self development in communication 
- Learning to learn 
- Learning to teach 

My best
moment in EVS
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Margarita Zaula 
11.04.1998
Latvia 

- Explain something in english when you don't know
the right word. 
- Here you can see the miracle 
- Met people from different countries 
- Met in one place and become very good friends 
 
 

- No matter from what country you are, it's important
what kind of person of you are

My best

moment in

EVS
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My difficulties on EVS

What i've learned on EVS



Alexis Chassaing

16/11/1996

France

- I miss my bed 
- Communicate in english 
- Temperature are too hot 
- Speak in front of people 

- Improve my english 
- Learn the polish language 
- Travelling 
- Learn about the myself 

My best moment in

EVS
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What i've learned on EVS

My difficulties on EVS



Khouloud LAFFET

04/04/1993

TUNISIA

My difficulties on EVS
- Shopping using Polish  
- Getting used to the food  
- Doing Ramadhan in Poland 
- Speak front of people 

What i've learned : 
- learning more about the similarities and differences
among us
- A lot of travel adventures and stories to tell
- Time and money management 
- Personal development 
-lot of new friends <3

My best moment

in EVS
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Kovalov Yaroslav
Sergiyovich

01/03/1996

UKRAINE

My difficulties on EVS
- Get used to the polish price 
- Kids can be affraid of me because i'm a stranger 
- To find the best temperature in the shower of
Slowianska

What i've learned : 
- Memories 
- Photos 
- Papergift from school children

My best m
oment in EVS
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Simon Tinus

09/01/1993

France

My difficulties on EVS
- Being far from my friends  
- Difficulty to adapt at first  
- Having a hard time to bond
- Having to depart now that i know and like the place

What i've learned on EVS 
- Discovering many differents culture
- Widening my mind and view
- Getting closer to the best version of myself
- Learning more about myself and my limits

My best moment in

EVS
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Gulfara Kiliazhova 

09/08/2000

Russia

My difficulties on EVS
- To pronounce polish words
- To live in a cold house

What i've learned on EVS
- I will keep cool people in my mind
- Polish food
- Friends from another country
- Travelling
- The volunteers

My best moment in

EVS
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Sara Margarida 

22/05/1996

Portugal

My difficulties on EVS
- Be far of my friends and my family 
- The polish language 

What i've learned on EVS 
- The idea of group, this is not me but us 
- There is no difference between us 
- We share culture everytime 
- We works together as a team 
- We are a new family

My best moment in
EVS
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This experience

was amazing 
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BECAUSE WE EAT A LOT 
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WE DID A GOOD JOB 
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WE LAUGH A LOT 
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A LOT...
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This hapiness is just a
reflection of our last months

and our big family, with
polish and international

people. We are sure we will
all have these days stucked

in our memories. Every smile
is a new horizon. We have no

words to describe this
feeling, all these time we are

going through since we
arrived, all of you. 

Poland, you have teaching
us so much. Thank you for

choosing us... 


